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ABSTRACT. 
Literature plays an important role in teaching four basic language skills like reading, writing, listening and 

speaking. However, when using literature in the language classroom, skills should never be taught in isolation but 
in an integrated way. Teachers should try to teach basic language skills as an integral part of oral and written 
language use, as part of the means for creating both referential and interactional meaning, not merely as an aspect 
of the oral and written production of words, phrases and sentences. 

Reading will never lose its relevance, as a kind of intellectual activity, as a means of spiritual and moral 
education and as a source of aesthetic pleasure. Therefore, the use of the grandiose possibilities of the book in the 
study of a foreign language is conditioned. In the classes on extracurricular reading, strengthening of interdiscipli-
nary ties takes place through acquaintance with classics and contemporary authors of the country of the studied 
language, with their works reflecting in some way the realities of the country's language and culture, opening a 
"window" to the world of another culture, process of intercultural communication.  

АННОТАЦИЯ. 
Литература играет важную роль в обучении четырех основных языковых навыков, таких как чтение, 

письмо, аудирование и речь. Однако при использовании литературы в языковой аудитории навыки нико-
гда не должны преподаваться изолированно. Учителя должны стараться преподавать базовые языковые 
навыки как неотъемлемую часть устного и письменного языка, а также создавать интерактивный смысл. 
Чтение никогда не теряет своей актуальности, как средство духовного и нравственного воспитания и как 
источник эстетического удовольствия. Поэтому использование грандиозных возможностей книги при изу-
чении иностранного языка обусловлено. На занятиях по внеклассному чтению укрепление междисципли-
нарных связей происходит через знакомство с классикой и современными авторами страны изучаемого 
языка, а их работы отражают реалии языка и культуры страны, открывая «окно» на мир другой культуры. 
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Introduction. Reasons for using literary texts in 

foreign language classes according to Collie and Slater, 
there are four main reasons which lead a language 
teacher to use literature in the classroom. The world of 
a novel, play, short story is an imaginary one, it presents 
a full and colorful setting in which characters from 
many social and regional backgrounds can be de-
scribed. A reader can discover the way, the characters 
in such literary works see the world outside, their feel-
ings, customs, traditions, what they do, believe in, how 
they speak and behave in different places, parties. (Col-
lie, J. and S.Slater) 

 Teachers are the basic pillars to teach through lit-
erature trying to attract them to this field. And we, as 
teachers are the ones who must make students get closer 
to Literature and make them feel it is not as abstract as 
they think. In translation courses, many language teach-
ers make their students translate literary texts like short 
stories or poems into the native language. And by this 
way students get chance to practice their lexical, syn-
tactic, semantic and stylistic knowledge. 

The first reading can be done by the teacher and 
should not require students to perform a large and com-
plex task. It is necessary that they enjoy reading, and 
too many tasks can deprive them of this. Let them get 
acquainted with the fragment and check their predic-
tions, or answer a very general question about the text. 

During the early stages of literature in foreign lan-
guage teaching classical works by renowned authors 

were integrated into the curriculum. These texts were 
mostly used for translation purposes and exercises on 
reading comprehension. This led the students to look in 
a dictionary for each and every foreign word they come 
across.Literature in FLT tends to emphasize its role in 
improving communicative competence and create an 
awareness in students on the culture and society of the 
relevant country. The didactics of literature in foreign 
language teaching suggest different strategiesto famil-
iarize students with understanding and interpreting lit-
erary textsin a foreign language.  

First of all, literary text is an excellent source of 
new vocabulary. The literary work is able to enrich the 
vocabulary of students and help to consolidate previ-
ously learned words and expressions in memory. 

However, literary texts serve not only to illustrate 
the natural functioning of grammatical structures and 
lexical units, but also help to develop all 4 language 
skills: reading, listening, speaking and writing. 

 A warm-up can help students start thinking about 
a topic that will be affected in the selected piece of the 
work. Ideas for the task: a short discussion of the topic, 
a quiz on the topic. 

The warm-up can focus on the source of the liter-
ary fragment. You can invite students to read a short 
reference about this. You can discuss or briefly tell 
them how this work is so famous. Reading fiction in 
English allows you to broaden the horizons of learners, 
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learn about various cultural and historical events, in-
crease active and passive vocabulary, multiply both lin-
guistic and general cultural knowledge. Reading in 
English contributes to the dialogue of cultures, ac-
quaints students with the realities inherent in another 
culture, other peoples and nationalities. 

Methodology of research. The use of literary 
texts for reading in the teaching of English promotes 
the development of intellectual and cognitive abilities. 
Newly acquired linguistic and sociocultural knowledge 
and skills can significantly improve the level of moti-
vation of students and help them feel more confident in 
using English - regardless of their level of language 
training. 

Teaching of English is very closely connected 
with the study of English culture and literature. The 
familiarity with the best examples of classical and 
modern literature undoubtedly takes place in the culture 
of the countries of the studied language. 

Fiction plays an important role in shaping the 
human personality. In fiction, the experience of many 
generations, basic moral and spiritual values are laid. 
Through reading, students absorb the norms of moral 
behavior and morality. During reading, both the 
cognitive and emotional spheres of the personality are 
involved. 

 Teachers indicate pronunciation errors of the stu-
dents during the act of such activities so as to correct 
such errors (Stern 1991:337). 

General analysis. We noticed that Literature 
plays an important role in teaching four basic language 
skills like reading, writing, listening and speaking. 
However, when using literature in the language class-
room, skills should never be taught in isolation but in 
an integrated way. Teachers should try to teach basic 
language skills as an integral part of oral and written 
language use, as part of the means for creating both ref-
erential and interactional meaning. In reading lesson, 
discussion begins at the literal level with direct ques-
tions of fact regarding characters, settings, etc. 

When selecting a novel to be used in the foreign 
language class, the language teacher should pay atten-
tion to whether the novel has an intriguing story that 
will be of interest to the entire class. Themes and set-
tings captivating their imagination and exploring the 
human condition should be included in the nature of the 
selected novels. Novel should have a powerful, fast-
paced plot and interesting, well delineated, memorable 
characters. The content of the novel should be suitable 
to students' cognitive and emotional levels.The study of 
foreign language suggests broad spectrum of methods 
and forms of sign language in the foreign literature. 
Reading literary text, creative work, the student inter-
prets an intensive lexicon, linguistic analysis oftexts, 
compare it with his native language. 

The ideal way for many to increase understanding 
of verbal and nonverbal aspects of communication in 
the country within which that language is spoken – a 
visit or an extended stay- is not probable and for such 
learners literature is useful. It provides learners with a 
wide range of individual lexical and syntactic items. 
They become familiar with many features of the written 
language and reading. They learn about functions of 
sentences, ways of connecting ideas and by this way 
they develop their writing skills. They become more 

productive. When the learner reads a literary text, he 
begins to inhabit it. He becomes a part of this text. Un-
derstanding the meaning of story he becomes enthusi-
astic to find out what happens event unfold via the cli-
max.  

Benefits of literature and what makes us to use lit-
erature in English language teaching: 

1) Learners can learn the context and meaning of 
famous phrases. 

2) They improve their vocabulary 
3) They can improve not only vocabulary, but 

also the language that they use for specific purposes 
4) Learning English through the Literature can 

provides learners to learn and discover their creativity, 
imagination. 

5) Learners can live Literature, by reading and 
living it they can be impressed into a different person. 

6) Reading English literature learners learn how 
Western culture has developed 

7) Reading of literary texts learners can develop 
their independence and it becomes easy to use unfamil-
iar words. 

8) makes students feel themselves comfortable 
and free, 

9)  helps students coming from various back-
grounds communicate with each other because of its 
universal language,  

10) helps students to go beyond the surface mean-
ing and dive into underlying meanings,  

11) acts as a perfect vehicle to help students un-
derstand the positions of themselves as well as the oth-
ers by transfering these gained knowledge to their own 
world. 

Maley lists some of the reasons for regarding lit-
erature as a potent resource in the language classroom 
as follows:  

1. Universality 
 2. Non-triviality 3. Personal Relevance  
4. Variety  
5. Interest  
6. Economy and Suggestive Power  
7. Ambiguity  
Maley (1989:12) 
Choosing books relevant to the real-life experi-

ences, emotions, or dreams of the learner is of great im-
portance. Language difficulty has to be considered as 
well. If the language of the literary work is simple, this 
may facilitate the comprehensibility of the literary text 
but is not in itself the most crucial criterion. Interest, 
appeal, and relevance are also prominent. Enjoyment; a 
fresh insight into issues felt to be related to the heart of 
people’s concerns; the pleasure of encountering one’s 
own thoughts or situations exemplified clearly in a 
work of art; the other, equal pleasure of noticing those 
same thoughts, feelings, emotions, or situations pre-
sented by a completely new perspective: all these are 
motives helping learners to cope with the linguistic ob-
stacles that might be considered too great in less involv-
ing material (Collie and Slater 1990:6-7). 

Literature helps students acquire a native-like 
competence in English, express their ideas in good 
English, learn the features of modern English, learn 
how the English linguistic system is used for commu-
nication, see how idiomatic expressions are used, speak 
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clearly, precisely, and concisely, and become more pro-
ficient in English, as well as become creative, critical, 
and analytical learners. (5) 

There are learners think that it is too difficult bored 
to learn a language by reading literal texts. But teachers’ 

duty is to help them solve this problem. Because it gets 
learners closer to language, culture and customs. It 
helps them how to write and spell correctly.  

Conclusion.Literature in all forms is everywhere 
in today’s society and with this idea it is clear just how 
important it is. Literature is a central part of many lives. 
Studying language through Literature has the oppor-
tunity to find similarities in two different cultures. It 
helps learners enrich their vocabulary and start speak-
ing language better. When reading Old English Litera-
ture students learn about history, ustoms and see how 
London looked through the eyes of Dickens when read-
ing novels, poems, stories etc,. 
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АННОТАЦИЯ. 
В творчестве видного русского поэта и прозаика ХХ века Н. С. Тихонова восточная тематика отлича-

ется своеобразием. Наряду с общими представлениями о Востоке, в произведениях этого талантливого 
художника слова отображены особенные, индивидуальные черты конкретного народа этой части Земли. 
Во многих произведениях Н. Тихонова нашли свои отражения жизнь, быт, национально – освободительная 
борьба народов и стран Востока. Основной целью работы является исследование основных мотивов и идей 
произведения Н.Тихонова, посвященные Востоку.  

ANNOTATION. 
In the works of a prominent Russian poet and prose writer of the twentieth century N. S. Tikhonov the oriental 

themes are distinguished by their originality. Along with the general ideas about the East of this talented word 
artist special, individual features of a particular people of this part of the Earth are reflected. In many of N. 
Tikhonov 's works life, national liberation struggle of the peoples and countries of the East found their reflection. 
The aim of the work is to study the main motives and ideas of N. Tikhonov's works dedicated to the East. 

Ключевые слова: поэт, позиция писателя, беспристрастный путешественник, восточная тематика.  
Key words: poet, position of the writer, impartial traveler, oriental themes. 
 

Каждый поэт может найти в 
своей памяти темы, 

которые он хотел бы видеть воплощёнными  
в своих стихах. 

Н.Тихонов 

 
Введение. За последние десятилетия – после 

развала СССР – в литературе, как и в других обла-
стях, происходит переоценка ценностей. Часто ме-
ханически меняются местами плюс с минусом и 
вместе негативными понятиями, и явлениями, обо-
значаемыми ими, переоценке подвергаются и те, 
которых можно отнести к вечным и общечеловече-
ским. К таковым относятся гуманизм (в его совет-
ском понимании) и интернационализм, нашедшие 
свое отражение во многих произведениях совет-
ского периода, из-за чего многие произведения в 
последние годы искусственно были отодвинуты на 
задворки литературного процесса. Но ведь истин-
ная поэзия сохраняет свое значение во все времена. 
Важно не только тематика, а авторская позиция, ав-

торский подход к описываемым явлениям и собы-
тиям. Истинно талантливое произведение если по 
каким-то причинам на время и уходит от активного 
употребления, то со временем имеет тенденцию к 
актуализации. Это часто связано с глобальными со-
бытиями, идущими в конкретной стране или во 
всем мире. В середине минувшего века во всем 
мире шли антиколониальные войны, происходили 
восстания и в литературе, особенно в советской до-
вольно часто создавались произведения, выражаю-
щие поддержку, солидарность с угнетенными наро-
дами, которые боролись за свои права. В настоящее 
время, особенно с самого конца ХХ века идет 
борьба развитых западных стран за ресурсы, пода-
ваемая как борьба за демократию и защиту прав че-
ловека. Но от этого суть происходящего не меня-
ется. И в этих условиях произведения советских по-
этов о странах Востока и их борьбе за лучшую долю 
снова становятся актуальными и востребованными. 

Известный русский поэт ХХ века Н.Тихонов с 
тысяча девятьсот сорок девятого по тысяча девять-
сот шестьдесят второй годмного ездил с миссией 
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